
 

  
 

What’s New @ Nordenstamm in the Month of December 
 

AUSSIE DOGS DO IT YET AGAIN! 
Nordenstamm dog wins another High-In-Trial in the Homeland of the Sport. 

 
The 12th, 13th and 14th December saw another feather in the cap for the kennel. After 
Nordenstamm Hannah took out High-In-Trial on the 28th November at a SV trial in 
Mittelpoellnitz, we entered a second SV trial hosted by OG-Kraftsdorf.  We had been 
informed that the SV OG-Kraftsdorf was “a very strong group”; an opinion 

underlined by the hosting of a 3-day event with SV-judge 
Andreas Bender, whom had recently judged 120 dogs in the 
Obedience at this year’s SV-Meisterschaft (Bundessieger-
Pruefung) and the club holding four to five trials a year. 
 
At the BSP in Donaueschingen this October, Herr Bender had 
scored only two dogs in Excellent (96 points apiece), and five 
dogs in high Very Good (95 and 94 points.) Naturally, his strict 
evaluations had us curious as to how our own dogs would shape 
up under his sharp pencil. Twenty dogs were entered for 

Schutzhund in Kraftsdorf; sixteen of those for SchH3. Another six entries consisted of 
FH and BH.   
 
Being late entries, we were able to attend two training days before the event.  The club 
has two excellent helpers, being instrumental in sending teams every year to the LG-
Meisterschaft, the SV-Meisterschaft and the SV FH-Meisterschaft. This year one of 
the club’s junior handlers won the 3rd placed dog at the SV National Junior Meisterschaft
 

. 



The trial started Friday afternoon with BH and SchH1 dogs.  All the tracking was on Saturday.  Nordenstamm 
Hassan (aka “Ozzy”) drew track no. 7 and Hannah drew track no. 11.  Despite near zero temperatures, 
conditions were very good and the performances reflected a high standard, with a majority in Very Good.  
Nordenstamm Hassan executed his beautiful, rhythmic step-to-step work but only scored 92 points due to not 
indicating last article (an automatic six point loss.) Yes, shit does happen. A number of dogs overran articles, 
and we could say “thanks” to the shiny, new Schweikert-made articles, arriving via mail order that week. 

 
The highest tracking score (99 points) went to a 
seasoned German Shepherd Dog. The second best 
score (98 points) went to Nordenstamm Hannah – 
also an experienced tracker, she achieved a near 
flawless workout. Close behind came three German 
Shepherd Dogs, all scoring 97 points each. These 
five were the only tracking scores in Excellent. 

 
In the Obedience, Hassan earned well deserved 
applause when he scored an Excellent, at 96 points.  
His next closest competitor (a GSD) scored 92 points.  
Hannah also did a Very Good obedience workout, 
with 90 points. Hassan and Hannah were now sharing 
the top place, two points ahead of the nearest 
competitor before the protection work. 
 
Sunday was the Protection. Light snow had begun to fall the evening before and kept 
falling throughout the day. Up until the last work-out, Hassan was leading in 
Protection with 96 points. Then the final dog on the field, a German Shepherd, 
scored the second Excellent of the trial in Protection, with 97 points.  

 
Being pipped at the last made no difference to the 
overall placings. Nordenstamm Hassan was well 
ahead, taking out High in Trial with 284 points. 
“Ozzy, Ozzy, Ozzy – Oi, Oi, Oi!” Nordenstamm 
Hannah also did a very strong Protection with 93 
points, taking out the second place in the trial overall, 
with a total of 281 points.  If dogs 
could give high fives, this would be 
an appropriate occasion. But they 
can’t, so it was up to us to celebrate, 
as thereafter our closest rivals – the 
German Shepherd Dog teams also in 
Very Good, scored 276 points (x 2) 
and 275 points (x 2) respectively.   

 
We have found the people in the old DDR (former East Germany) 
friendly and welcoming. The clubs have a strong working dog ethic 
and the fact that two Malinois had won first and second place at an 
SV event didn’t dampen the high spirits and good sportsmanship present; nor their genuine expressions of 
good will when congratulating their guests’ wins and the presentation speeches were peppered with many wry 
comments and good natured jokes. We want to thank Andreas Bender for his correct and sportsmanlike 
judging and SV OG Kraftsdorf for allowing us to be a part of what was a fantastic, smoothly run event. 
 



 
GALLERY FROM THE KRAFTSDORF TRIAL - 12, 13, 14th December 2009 

 

   
                   Photos above & below: Nordenstamm Hannah & Alison Kollenberg (281 points) 

    

   
          Photos above & below: High-In-Trial, Nordenstamm Hassan & Jens Kollenberg (284 points)  

    
 
 

 



 
What’s New @ Nordenstamm in the Month of November 

 
AUSSIE DOGS DO IT AGAIN! 

 
On the 28th November, SV Mittel-Pöllnitz held a full day trial of 10 competitors; seven German Shepherd 
Dogs and three Malinois. All competing for awards under the SV-judge, Herr Eckhard Andersch, himself an 
active trainer and competitor, being a five times participant at the SV Bundessiegerprüfung and at the FCI 
Championship.  Herr Andersch was very appreciative of our Aussie-bred dogs; publically complimenting 
Hannah’s tracking ability and expressing great appreciation of Hannah and Hassan’s protection work.  
 
Nordenstamm Hannah, SchH3 IPO3 FH2, handled by Alison, went High in Trial at the event. Her brother, 
Nordenstamm Hassan, SchH3 IPO3 FH1, handled by Jens, got 2nd place overall and at only his second trial in 
Germany, once again went High in Protection. (See photos below.) 
 

GALLERY OF SV / MITTELPÖLLNITZ TRIAL 28.11.09 
 

     
Trial day. (Photo right: SV Judge, Herr Eckhard Andersch.) 

     
Nordenstamm Hannah & Alison Kollenberg – High in Trial (283 points). 

High Tracking (99 points) and sharing the highest Obedience score (90 points) with brother, Hassan. 

     
Nordenstamm Hassan, second place-getter and High in Trial Protection (96 points.)   

 



 
 
 

DHV /AUMA TRIAL 14.11.09 
 

   
Nordenstamm Hassan & Jens - highest scoring Protection (97 points) & Obedience (95 points)! 

 
 

What’s New in the Month of October 
 

GREEN TURNS TO GOLD – trial preparations 

            
 

           
        Ozzy & Jens  



          
      Alison & Hannah  

 
 

What’s New in the Month of September 
 

AUTUMN & KOLLENBERGS ARRIVE AT AUMA IN THÜRINGEN 
 

   
 

  
 

   
 



 
 
 

TRACKING IN THÜRINGEN 
 

   
 

                  
                Alison with Rubina v. Adlercrest (USA)            Alison & Nordenstamm Hannah  

                
                              Ozzy & Jens workout                    Above with Ilana Hepner (Australian visitor) 

   
“Can anyone tell me where I can find a field to lay a decent track around here?” 

 
 

OBEDIENCE 
 



    
Alison & Nordenstamm Hannah 

    
                                                      

       
Jens & Nordenstamm Hassan (aka “Ozzy”) 

 
EVERYDAY  

 



   

   
 

  
 

   
 



     
 

    
 


